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VI.    COPPER COINS FOUND AT AK-TEREK SITE.
(See above, p. 140.)
a.	Coin picked up between Ak-terek and Siyelik.
i Chinese coin of Pao-yiian period (1038-40 a. d.).
b.	Coins collected from * Tatis' of Ak-tereL
13 Chinese coins, uninscribed or illegible, prob. of 5th
cent.
i Chinese T'ang coin, with legend K'tri-yUan*
 i Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yttan period (758-760 a.b.).
i Chinese coin of Hsiang-fu period (1008-17 a.d.); see
PI. CXLI, No. 7.
i Chinese coin of Yiian-fu period (1098-1101 a. b,).
12 frs. of Chinese Sung and Muhammadan coins (13-14th
cent.).
VII.   COPPER COINS FOUND AT KHADALIK AND NEIGHBOURING SITES.
(See above, p. 159.)
a.	Two strings of ' cash * pieces found in N.W. corner of cella
Kha. ii.
First siring (including 13 pieces found detached):
2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.
1	Chinese T'ang coin, with legend ITai-yUan.
25 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.);
see PI CXL, No. 44-
5 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a.d.); see PL
CXLI, No, 2.
Second string :
2	Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu*
2 Chinese T'ang coins, with legend K'ai-yilan.
42 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-ytian period (758-760 a.d,}.    .
8 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.); see PI.
CXLI, No. i.
b.	Coins found outside W. wall of cella Kha. ii.
i Chinese coin, illegible, probably Wu-cku piece.
 9 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758—760 a. d,).
3 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.).
c.     Coin found in shrine Kha. vi.
i Chinese "Fang coin, with legend ITaf-yifa&.
3.    Coins found at Kighillik, E. of Khadaiik.
i Chinese coin, uninscribed.
i Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yiian period (758—760 a* a).
e.	Coins received from Mullah Khwaja as found near Khidalik.
i Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu.
i Chinese coin of Galen-yuan period (758-760 a, ix).
i Chinese coin of Chien-chung period (780-784 a.d.)*
see PL CXLI, No. 3.
f.	Coin found at Balawaste.
i Chinese coin, illegible, but probably with legend Wu-cku.
g.	Coin found at Mazar-toghrak.
i Chinese coin, probably late Pan-tiwtg *cash' (latter half
of and cenL b. c.).
 
VIII.   COPPER COINS FOUND AT NIYA SITE.
(See above, p. 243.)
2 Chinese coins, with tege&d Wu-cku, of type ascribed to
a*    Coins found near ruin N. xir.
i Chinese coin, with legend Hw-ch*Uan\ see PL CXL,
No. 15.
i Chinese coin, with legend Wu-cku, of tjpe ascribed to
Kuang Wu-ti (25-58 a. ».).
b.	i Chinese coin, with legend Huo-cKiian* found near ruin
N. xnr.
c.	Coins found near ruin N, xxrv.
 Kuang Wo-ti (25-58 a. d.>
i  Chinese coia, with legend Wu-cktt, dipped,  of type
ascribed to Hska-ti (190-220 a. ».).
d.	3 Chinese coins, with legead W»-€k$tt of early type, found
in N. portion of site,
e.	a Chinese coins, apparently clipped Wtt-t&u pieces, fouod
near S.E. ruins of site*
IX.   COPPER COINS FOUND AT ENDERE SITE.
(See above, p. 282,)
Coins found near Stupa.
4 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-cku.
i Chinese coin, uninscribed.
Coins found between Stupa and T'ang fort.
« Chinese coins, with legend Wu<ku.
i Chinese com, * goose-ejre', umoscrifaed
C.     i Chinese coin found W. of ruin E. to, clipped, wkfa
legend Wu-tku.
d.    MiscelL frs. of Chinese coins, with legend ffWi*. foemd
Dear T*ai^ fort.

